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What do you do when your worst enemy turns out to be the one woman you can't resist?Single

mom Brianna Valente has hated Madison Blake since the night they graduated high school. So

when the rich, beautiful Madison signs up for the same tour of Italy that Bree is taking with her BFF,

itâ€™s almost enough to ruin the trip before they start.As if thatâ€™s not bad enough, a nosy,

loud-mouthed journalist starts poking into the touristsâ€™ private lives -- and turns Breeâ€™s upside

down. Suddenly, everything she thought she knew is wrong â€¦ and the woman she was sure she

hated is hotter than the Tuscan sun and firing all Breeâ€™s fantasies.The tour becomes a journey of

unexpected discoveries, full of sweet seduction and vivid emotion â€¦ until Bree realizes that she

stands in the way of Madisonâ€™s deepest desire. Will Bree sacrifice her first-ever chance at real

romance for the sake of Madisonâ€™s dream? And if she does, can love find a way to bring them

together again?
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I must admit, I was expecting a typical formula vacation romance. This became so much more. It

seems like every tour has its Pamela, but aside from that friction, the writing was so beautifully done

I could feel the love for the food, the land, and Madison. A tender HEA book I read cover to cover in



a single sitting. (Sleep, we don't need no stinking sleep!)Even the drama felt real, not contrived at

all. Just real concerns, emotions, and choices.Thank you!

Warning: This review contains spoilers. Gosh, where do I start? This has got to be one of the best

novels I've read in this genre. My opinion of course. I'd say easily in my top 5. I need to go back and

read it again but first I have to read Melissa Brayden's new book but first I have to allow myself

several days to think about this book. This author is new to me and I only bought it because of the

positive reviews it received. No regrets. It will make you go through every emotion - you will laugh

out loud until your stomach hurts, cry like a baby with snot running down your face, have your heart

broken along with the characters' hearts, melt and swoon over their cute, sweet scenes, and

possibly want to take a cold shower ;). I totally fell in love with Madison's character and absolutely

loved how she was written - cocky and confident yet also shy, how she's held on to this high school

crush for nearly 20 years, and the way she's always staring at and watching Bree's every move was

so hot. The entire book was just bursting with sexiness. And I loved the fact that the relationship

developed slowly - hence the title of the book and it just made it that much better. There are authors

who can write and there are authors who can really write, and this author can really write and she

does it so, so beautifully. FYI, this book is written in the first person and while I'm not a huge fan of

that, Miss Fox nailed it with this one. As for the ending, I can understand why some readers disliked

it. I prefer F/F books without kids and pregnancy and all that, but it was still a happy ending and

that's all I care about. I heard there's going to be a sequel and the author has another novel that's

supposed to be released in the near future. I can't waaaait. Oh, and did I mention the hot sex

scenes? This author can also write love scenes and it's some of the best ones out there. And I'm a

sucker for characters dropping F-bombs during them.

Really entertaining!After reading a few lackluster novels lately, i was pleasantly surprised with this

book. They characters are fun and their dialigue is sometimes laugh out loud funny. It was a feel

good and not overly dramatized story that kept me reading. I really liked the characters.... and (btw)

the love scenes were hot and set in Tuscany.Definitely worth reading.

Brianna finds her high school nemesis is on her tour of Italy. Brianna and her best friend from high

school have always disliked the beautiful Madison Blake but for different reasons. When Madison

joins Brianna's tour of Italy, Brianna is sure that the result will be terrible. Little does she know that

Madison will awaken desires in her that she didn't know existed and turn her world upside down, in



a good way. This book combines romance, beautiful Tuscan scenery and the hope that true love

exists for all of us. I wasn't sure what to expect when I ordered this book but what I found was a

beautiful love story set in a lovely and magical place. Amore.

What a great surprise to discover that Slow Burn is an outstanding book! I hadn't heard of the

author, so I chose it simply based upon it's  ranking. I can't say enough good things about Giselle

Fox's talent in developing characters and the true tenderness through which they express their

passions. Kudos to you, Giselle, for sharing a breath of fresh air!

A beautiful reunion in Tuscany ! What more romantic love story can you ask for ?I read the book in

one evening, couldn't put it down, it is sweet, thoughtful and very teasing, I love both characters,

specially Madison, this bood really deserves a sequel, I wish to see how Bree and Madison build

their future together and if they will succeed with the hope of Madison, please more and thank you

for the joyful read ! I look forward to hearing about Maize too !

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, I was rooting for the characters, particularly Madison. It was a

wonderful romance, they found each other againproving that what is meant to be is meant to be.

Things not always happen at the time we want them to and Madison knew. I wanted more oftheir

story, my only complaint is the book is too short. I'm not so much into sequels but this book

definitely needs one. Or at least let thecharacters be featured in another story just to see what's up

with them. I strongly recommend it.

A lovely story about a reunion witn a first crush. 18 years later and finally both in a place where

anything is possible. Everyone had a first crush and most times that was all that happens, but they

had a second chance.
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